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)TALIAN�CRAFTSMANSHIP�ALLIED�
TO�A�SOPHISTICATED�SOUND�
MAKE�THE�NEW�3ONUS�FABER�
/LYMPICA��S�A�VERY�DESIRABLE�
LOUDSPEAKER��FINDS�*ON�-YLES�

.
ational stereotypes are 
a dangerous thing – but 
somehow they are hard 
to avoid with the likes 
of Sonus faber. Their 
range of loudspeakers 

are handsome, hand-crafted items 
that simply ooze Italian style and 
elegance.

 Even the names, Il Cremonese, 
Guarneri etc, evoke the country’s 
rich heritage of making fine, 
immensely covetable instruments 
– often with prices to match.
 Recently, though, the company 
has been pushing into new markets, 
aiming to bring its loudspeaker-
making talents to hi-fi enthusiasts 

who cannot quite stretch their 
budget to the likes of the company’s 
flagship models.
 It started with its Venere range 
which, while still designed and 
engineered at Sonus faber’s Italian 
base in Vicenza, are put together 
in China to keep production costs 
down.
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 Now comes the new Olympica 
range comprising two floorstanders, 
a centre ‘speaker and the standmount 
Olympica 1 on review here. These 
are Sonus faber’s middle range 
– standing above the Veneres and 
below the Homage Tradition series 
with all production taking place in 
Italy.
 As you’d expect from Sonus 
faber the Olympicas are a striking-
looking loudspeaker, the lyre-shaped 
cabinet being constructed from 
walnut wood allied to a sculpted, 
leather-covered front baffle. It’s also 
asymmetrical with one side being 
slightly deeper than the other. There’s 
two reasons for this –  first the shape 

helps reduce internal resonances and 
secondly it accommodates Sonus 
faber’s new bass reflex system. This 
consists of a full range vertical slot 
at the rear which is covered by a 
stainless steel foil with precisely 
positioned perforations to manage 
airflow.
 As well as this innovative shaping 
the ‘speakers also feature an unusual 
grille. Instead of the traditional fabric 
type employed by most manufac-
turers Sonus faber has designed one 
consisting of a series of strings which 
means you can still see the outline of 
the drive units when it’s attached.
 Those drivers are also all new, 
the mid/bass being a 150mm unit 
made from cellulose pulp and other 
natural fibres while the 29mm 
tweeter is Sonus faber’s proprietary 
silk DAD (Damped Apex Dome) 
which has been developed from the 
one used in the £79000 high-end 
Aida model.    
 Despite all this crafts-
manship the Olympicas 
come in at £4998 per pair 
plus another £898 for the 
optional matching stands. 
While you can use your own 
stands the dedicated ones 
are recommended as the 
‘speakers bolt onto them and 
provide a slight backward tilt 
to time align the drivers.
 Put all this together and in 
the style stakes the Olympica 
1s undoubtedly show a clean 
pair of heels to the more 
mundane box-type models. 
If I had a wife she’d no 
doubt approve.
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Possibly because of the names 
it appends to many of its products 
plus its Italian heritage (despite 
being part of America’s Fine Sounds 
Group which counts McIntosh and 
Wadia amongst its other holdings), 
Sonus faber loudspeakers are often 
perceived as mainly purposed for 
classical and opera replay. These 
Olympicas put the lie to that.
 Yes, they are deliciously rich 
and smooth with the San Francisco 
Symphony’s rendition of Beethoven’s 
‘Symphony No 9’ (24bit/96kHz) 
–  violins especially having a lifelike 
presence – but they can also belt it 
out with more hard-charging material. 
With Nirvana’s ‘Nevermind’ album 
Dave Grohl’s drumming sounded 
thunderous but was whip-crack fast 
with no obvious overhang. Kurt 
Cobain’s hoarse, growling vocals were 

intelligible and laced with emotion.
 On the end of our muscular 
McIntosh MC152 power amplifier 
the Olympicas also threw out a 
wide, expansive soundstage, punching 
images with height and depth well 
out into the room.
 While these ‘speakers are not 
strictly ‘handed’, the slanted reflex 
port positioned on one side of the 
rear means you can use it facing 
inwards or out. In truth there’s not a 
great deal of difference but I did find 
having it facing towards the side walls 
brought better stereo imaging and 
slightly deeper bass.
 And while there might not be 
sub-sonics on offer due to the size 
of the cabinet, the Olympicas do 
unearth a good deal of low frequency 
information. Listening to the opening 

of ‘Debaser’ by the Pixies I was 
struck by just how big and bouncy 
the bass sounded.
 Sometimes that quality can 
come at the expense of detail and 
refinement but the Olympicas 
are not short on either of these 
attributes. On Bruce Springsteen’s 
sparse, atmospheric ‘Racing In The 
Street’ the opening piano was clipped 
and precise and the subsequent 
two restrained drum beats with 
one simple bass note wonderfully 
evocative. As the pace gathered 

4HE�REAR�OF�THE�/LYMPICA��S�
FEATURE�3ONUS�FABERgS�NEW�BASS�
REFLEX�PORT�WHICH�EXTENDS�DOWN�
THE�WHOLE�OF�ONE�SIDE�AND�IS�
COVERED�BY�A�STAINLESS�STEEL�
FOIL�

!�NOVEL�GRILLE�COMPOSED�OF�
STRINGS�IS�A�DISTINCTIVE�FEA
TURE��AS�IS�THE�ASYMMETRICAL�
CABINET�SHAPE�

4HE�LARGE���MM�SILK�DOME�
TWEETER�USES�A�WAVE�GUIDE�
FOR�OPTIMAL�SOUND�DISPERSION�
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toward the end the ‘speakers 
handled the change of tempo with 
aplomb so I could just sit back 
and allow the music to wash over 
me. It was a sophisticated, natural 
presentation with a sense of ease 
about it.
 And that just about sums up 
these loudspeakers. If you want a 
striking design allied to sumptuous 
sound then take a listen - I have a 
feeling they’ll seduce you.

#/.#,53)/.
The Olympica 1s look good but, 
more importantly, sound even 
better. They have a free-flowing, 
musical nature which makes them 
a joy to listen to.
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'PS�B�TNBMMJTI�TUBOE�NPVOUFS�UIF�
0MZNQJDB���QSPEVDFE�VOVTVBMMZ�GMBU�BOE�
FYUFOEFE�CBTT�SJHIU�EPXO�UP���)[�BT�
PVS�BOBMZTJT�TIPXT��5IF�MPX�FOE�JT�WFSZ�
XFMM�DPOUSPMMFE�UIF�QPSU�QSPWJEJOH�TVQQPSU�
BU���)[�XIFSF�JU�JT�RVJUF�TIBSQMZ�UVOFE��
#FMPX�UIJT�GSFRVFODZ�CBTT�DVUT�PGG�CVU�
UIJT�JT�UP�CF�FYQFDUFE�JO�B�DBCJOFU�PG�UIF�
TJ[F��
� 0WFSBMM�UIF�0MZNQJDB���EFMJWFST��WFSZ�
HPPE�CBTT�RVBMJUZ�VOEFS�NFBTVSFNFOU�
BOE�XJMM�TPVOE�XFMM�CBMBODFE�UVOFGVM�BOE�
RVJUF�MJWFMZ��
� 4FOTJUJWJUZ�XBT�HPPE�BU���E#�4PVOE�
1SFTTVSF�-FWFM�GSPN�POF�OPNJOBM�8BUU�
	���7
�PG�JOQVU�TP���8���8�XJMM�CF�NPSF�
UIBO�FOPVHI�UP�QMBZ�WFSZ�MPVE��
� "CPWF�UIF�CBTT�SFHJPO�UIF�TQFBLFS�
IBT�B�TNPPUI�NJESBOHF�TVHHFTUJOH�MPX�

DPMPVSBUJPO��8JUI�OP�EJQ�JO�UIF��L)[��L)[�
DSPTTPWFS�SFHJPO�EFUBJM�XJMM�CF�TUSPOH�BOE�
UIF�QSFTFOUBUJPO�GPSUISJHIU��
� 5IF�UXFFUFS�BMTP�IBT�SFMBUJWFMZ�FWFO�
PVUQVU�B�TUFQQFE�BOE�HBUFE�TJOF�XBWF�
BOBMZTJT�	OPU�TIPXO
�SFWFBMFE��5IJT�JT�B�
UPOBMMZ�BDDVSBUF�MPVETQFBLFS�UIFO�XJUI�OP�
VOEVF�USFCMF�FNQIBTJT�
� "���0IN�CBTT�VOJU��HJWFT�UIF�
JNQFEBODF�DVSWF���0IN�NJOJNB�CVU�
SFBDUJWF�DPNQPOFOUT�MJGU�UIF�PWFSBMM�WBMVF�
UP���0INT�PVS�BOBMZTJT�TIPXJOH�UIF�
VTVBM�SFTJEVBM�QFBLT�BSPVOE�UIF�QPSU�EJQ�
BU���)[�QMVT�B�TUFBEZ�SJTF�UP��L)[�EVF�UP�
WPJDF�DPJM�BOE�DSPTTPWFS�JOEVDUBODFT��
� 5IF�0MZNQJDB���JT�B�XFMM�FOHJOFFSFE�
TUBOE�NPVOUFS�UIBU�T�BDDVSBUF�JO�UPOBM�
CBMBODF�BOE�IBT�FYUFOEFE�CBTT�GPS�B�
TNBMM�DBCJOFU��/,
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4WIN�gSPEAKER�BINDING�
POSTS�AT�THE�REAR�ALLOW�
FOR�BIWIRING�IF�REQUIRED�

'REEN��DRIVER�OUTPUT
2ED��PORT�OUTPUT

�4HEY�ARE�DELICIOUSLY�RICH�AND�SMOOTH�
WITH�THE�3AN�&RANCISCO�3YMPHONY�S�
RENDITION�OF�"EETHOVEN�S�@3YMPHONY�
.O�������BIT���K(Z	�n��VIOLINS�
ESPECIALLY�HAVING�A�LIFELIKE�PRESENCE�n�
BUT�THEY�CAN�ALSO�BELT�IT�OUT�WITH�MORE�
HARDCHARGING�MATERIAL���

4HE��OPTIONAL	�MATCHING�STANDS�ARE�TILTED�TO�TIME�ALIGN�THE�DRIVERS��
4HE�LOUDSPEAKERS�ALSO�BOLT�ON�FOR�MAXIMUM�STABILITY�
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